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ADV ANCED AOCS DESIGN FOR 
THE SMALL GEO TELECOM SATELLITE 

AAS 08-002 

* * * * Sten Berge, Jon Kronander, Emil Vinterhav, Peter Rathsman, 
Hendrik Lübberstedtt and Peter Zentgrar 

This article gives an overview of the Small GEO Attitude and Orbit Con
trol System (AOCS) design, how it meets the needs of the Small GEO target 
comrnercial missions, and the advances in the design that make it unique. 

The Small GEO telecomrounications satellite is a new development man
aged by the European Space Agency (ESA) Lo fill a niche iJl the telecom i.n
dustry for smaJl platfom1s weighing about 1.5 tonnes and targeting payloads of 
300 kg and 3 kW. The platfonn design provides the capability for direct injec
tion into geostationary orbit as weU as injection into Geostationary Transfer 
Orbil (GTO), both witb high mass efficiency. Four target commerciaJ missions 
have been developed for SmaJI GEO, eacb with their specific requirements on 
tbe AOCS. The prime contractor for Small GEO is OHB-System AG. The 
Swedish Space Corporation is a partner in the consortium and supplies the 
AOCS and EP subsystems. 

The AOCS arclutecture is a three-axis stabilized system using reaction 
wbeels for attitude control, star trackers for attitude detemünation, and Electric' 
Propulsion (EP) för orbit control. The mode archüecture and füll sensor and 
actuator configurations are presented. 

The AOCS design is characterized by a number of advances in technol
ogy beyond traditionaJ telecom satellite designs. Perhaps the largest deviation 
from a traditional design is complete reliance on EP for orbit control. Angular 
momentum management of the reaction wheels relies solely upon EP in tbe 
nominal modes. The EP is not used in the safe modes and therefore a cold gas 
system is included on-board. The cold gas system uses Xenon, the same fuel 
used by the EP. Another advance is the potential reliance upon APS-based star 
trackers. APS (Active Pixel Sensor) star trackers have a oumber of advantages 
over their CCD-based cousins in tenns of robustness. The tractitionaJ fine sun 
sensor is sirnplified to a fault tolerant system of solar cells with 4pi steradian 
coverage giving low, but more than adequate, accuracy. In addition, future im
provements of the design \Vill be proposed, such as the addition of a GPS sen
sor in the onboard control loop. 

l NTRODUCTION 

This Small GEO Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) design bas a number of advances beyond the 
traditional telecommunications satellite designs. Modern sensors, actuators, and Software developmenl 
techniques are used to improve the mission capacity for the cust0mer. 

The Small GEO telecommunications satellite is a new development by a consortium led by OHB-System AG 
under overall management ofthe European Space Agency (ESA) to fill a niche in the telecom industry for small 
platforms weighing about 1.5 tonnes and targeting payloads of300 kg and 3 kW. The platform design provides 
the capability for dircct injcction into geostationary orbit as weil as injcction into Gcostationary Transfer Orbit 
(GTO), both with high mass efficiency. ln GTO co11figuration, the platfonn will weigh approximately 2.5 
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tonnes. The platform is compatible at minimum with the following launchers: Ariane 5 (secondary passenger 
under Sylda), Soyuz GSC (from Guiana Space Centre}, landlaunch and Proton from Baikonour, as weil as 
Atlas V. Potential future launchers like GSLV MkII, Fa Icon 9, and Angara 3A are considered as weil. 

The prime contractor for Small GEO is OHB-System AG (Germany). The Swedish Space Corporation 
(Sweden) is a partner in the consortium and supplies the AOCS and EP subsystems. The other partners are 
Oerlikon Space (Switzerland) and LuxSpace (Luxembourg). 

The project is currently in the development phase (Phase B). The implementation phase (Phase C/D) will 
begin in the second quaiter of 2008. lnvitations to Tender have been released for AOCS equipment and 
proposals are expected in the first quarter of 2008. Negotiations for equipment to the first satellite and long term 
agreements for upcomi ng satellites will be pursued promptly alter rect:ipt ofproposals. Requirt:ments for the 
AOCS subsystem, the AOC Core software, and the AOCS units (Star Tracker, sun sensor, Gyrometer, and 
Reaction Whecls) are developcd in the currem phase. AOCS analysis is also perfonned and the most important 
functions in the AOC Core software are prototyped. 

M1ss10 Ü VERVI EW 

Figure I TV broadcast reference mission (OHB-System) 

Four reference missions with associated payloads have been developed for Small GEO, each with their 
specific requirements on tht: AOCS (Table 1). The AOCS will accommodate these four reference missions and, 
in panicular, the first payload mission. A proposal for the first pay\oad mission was just recently selected by 
ESA. Negotiations are still ongoing. 

lh·k•·l·nrl' mi"ion, 

"\ 1\ 1 K.,-b.1:1d 11\ b1 lcl I'- \- K.1- '.111d l l , 1.1 , ,· !.I\ 1 \ h:<1.1d, 1,1 

1111',ll\ll ( ()111'-.11 ,.11, I 11- l llh,lllll 

Required system 
±0.1 0 ±0.1 ° 

ha(f cone pointing 
(design goal: ±0.07°) (design goal: ±0.06°) 

±0.1 0 ± 0.1 0 
error 

Antenna symme fty symmetric 
2m dish on West panel, 

unequal areas symmetric 
no dish on East pancl 

Antenna shading <.!f possible on earth 
possiblc on carth deck unlikely unlikely 

sun sensors deck 

Table l Reference mission impact on AOCS 
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The Scalable Multimedia Mission (SMM) wich its multiple spot-beam concept is the most demanding in 
terms of system pointing requirements. The Hybrid P-/X-/Ka-band communications satell ite mission requires a 
single antenna which resulcs in a large asymmetric corque when ehe antenna is active. The payloads can 
potentially shade ehe sun sensor system as weil. The most common geosynchronous payload, a TV broadcast 
mission, is shown in Figure 1. 

THE ATTITUDE Al\'D ÜRBIT CO TROL SYSTEM D ESIGN 

The Small GEO AOCS has been designed eo be both flexible and advanced. lt a.ccommodates general 
payloads, several launchers, and two initial orbitS. An overview ofthe AOCS design is.g iven below along with a 
discussion of the key requirements. 

Figure 2 AOCS architecture 

The overall AOCS architecture is pictured in Figure 2. lt interfaces directly wich four other subsystems: ehe 
On-Board SoftWare (OBSW), the Solar Array Drive Mechanism (SADM), the lntegrated Apogee Engine 
Module (AEM-1), and the Eleccric Propulsion Subsystem (EPPS). 

Requirements and design drivers 

To accommodate a launch into GTO requires an additional bi-propellant syscem wich one Liquid Apogee 
Engine, 4 nominal Vernier thrusters, and 4 redundant Vernier thrusters. For the case of direct injection into 
geosynchronous orbit (GEO), these thrusters and the fuel, oxidizer, and pressurant tanks are simply left out of 
the strucrure. The impact on the AOCS is thc additional functionality to manage the firing of the bi-propellant 
thrusters. The bi-propellant system is passivated once geosynchronous orbit is reached. The electric propulsion is 
then uscd for all orbit control. 

The use of electric propulsion for station-keeping is a cornerstone ofthe Small GEO design and profoundly 
affects all subsystems onboard. During station-keeping, the EP pulse times are long and often, up to 45 minutes 
per thruster and using four thrusters per day. This invalidates traditional frce-drift orbit detennination. The long 
pulses also induce momentum build-up in the wheels. The EP thrusters are mounted symmetrically about the 
center ofmass so that build-up can be removed by sequential firing ofthrusters. Howevcr, ehe rcaction wheels 
must still accommodate up eo 30 Nms during a single thruster firing. 

The absolute pointing requirement for ehe system is 0.1 ° with a design goal of 0.06°. The largest error 
contributions comc from the structure and the orbit propagation. The orbit propagation error has two error 
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sourccs: the error due to imperfoct calibration of the electric propulsion, and the error in the original orbit 
detennination. A driving requirement is to not have to command the satellite more often than once per week with 
a goal of commanding only once every two wceks. Tlius, an electric propulsion command sequence must be 
calculatcd cvcry weck bascd upon the most rcccnt orbit detennination and the calculated orbit propagation. In 
fact, the orbit propagation is an integral part ofthe command sequence optimization. At the end ofthe week, the 
on-board position knowlcdgc is based upon a forward propagation of a weck old orbit detertnination with 
imperfecrly calibrated electric propulsion firings on a daily basis. This crror in position knowlcd_ge impacts 
directly the pointing performance. 

Thc rcquirements for off-nadir pointing and antenna mapping are not a coocern for the star trackcr based 
attitude control as compared to an earth sensor based system with a limited field ofview. There is however an 
impact on the orbit control because the EP thrusters are fixed in the spacecraft body frame. Off-nadir pointiog 
will rcsult in EP thrusting with thrust components in the nadir and zenith directions that must be accounted for in 
thc mission analysis. 

In order to guarantee continuous service availability, the star trackers can be replaced for up to 10 minutes 
with a gyrometer without degradation in pointing performance. This translates into a requirement for a medium 
class gyrometer or better. 

In order to maximize the efficiency of orbit injection and orbit transitions, e.g. to graveyard orbit, pointing 
reference p rofiles are uplinked from ground to accommodate non-trivial attitude refercnces for firing of the 
Liquid Apogee Engine a11d the Electric PropLLlsion Tbrusters along the orbit tangential. EP thrust arcs of several 
hours can be accommodated ifthe angular momenrum build-up in the reaction wheels is respected. Switching EP 
thrusters will off-load angular momemum, but this often requires a spacecrafi. slew to maintain the thrust vector 
along, e.g. the orbit tangent. 

Sensorsand actuators 

Thc star tracker is thc primary sensor in thc nominal modes and has thcrefore high rcl iability rcquiremcnts 
raiher than high accuracy requirements. Star tracker accuracy is inberently high. Fundamental requ.irements are: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

Solve '·lost in space" autonomously with a few seconds observation, 

Attitude measurement at > l Hz, 

Very low outage times ovcr lifotimc, 

Attitude acquisition from lost in space with S/C rates a few 0 /sec, 

End of Life Accurncy heuer 0.03" all axes . 

The purpose of the Gyrometer is to provide the AOCS with inertial rate measurements during all mission 
phases and modes throughout thc li fetime ofthe spacecraft. In addition, the Gyrometer will be used for inenial 
attitude propagation during temporary Star Tracker drop-outs without cornpromising the pointing requirements. 
Reasonable expectations are: 

■ Bias drift ~ 0.01 °/hour, 

■ High rcliability for continuous use. 

The bias dii ft. requin:ment can be made less stringent in direct consequence to tbe worst case expected outage 
time of the star tracker. 

f igure 3 A sun sensor unit consisting of a nominal and redundant cell on a substrate 

Tbe purpose of the sun sensors is to provide the AOCS with sufliciem input to coarsely estimate the sun 
vecwr in the spacecraft reference frame during all mission phases and modes throughout the lifetime of the 
spacecraft. In addition, the sun sensors should have no blind spots. Thus, confusion between albedo, straylight, 
and sun is not possible. Sun presence detection is unequivocal. sun sensor failure detection is also 
straightforward for this configuration. Cold redundancy is inherem in the design of each sun sensor unit which 
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shall consist of a cell pair (Figure 3), one nominal cell and one redundant cell. Cell pairs are mounted on 
brackets. 

The number of required cells is at least 6 pairs. Only six pairs or one pair per panel would bc rcquircd on a 
simple box structure. A higher number of cells rnay be required to account for shading, e.g. of the solar array 
wing or the amen.nas. At least one cell pair on each of the three simultaneously lit spacecraft panels must be 
visible for every possible sun vector in the spacecraft body coordinate system. A possible mounting scheme is 
sh0\\11 in Figurc 4. 

The sun presence system must be able to autonomously and unc:quivocally determim: i f lhe sun is visible to 
the spacecraft, i.e. not eclipse. The required measurement accuracy is low given 1he !arge solar array and the low 
power requirements in Safe mode when the sun sensors will be used lO poim the spacecraft. Thus, desirable 
characteristics are: 

• 

• 

Omni-directional coverage for sun presence systern, 

Eclipse detection, 

Sun vector resolution error half angle~ 15° . 

Avatlable sun sensors currently 011 the market tend to fall into one of three categorü:s: fine sun sensors, 
pyramid-hased sun acquisilion sensors, and simple cells. The first twn categories often require addi tional simple 
cells strategically placed on ehe spacecraft body to provide omni-directional sun presence decection. Given thc 
pointing accuracy needs for this application, a system based entirely upon simple cells is possible. 

Orthogonal 
cell triplet 

Yscs 

Figure 4 Possible mounting of sun presence cell pairs on spacecraft 

There is an intention to 0y a GPS receiver as an on-board Oight demonstration 10 qualify its use in 
geosynchronous orbit. lt will not be used on-board, but data will be downlinked to Support orbit determina1ion on 
ground. In furure satellites. an on-board GPS receiver may provide continuous autonomous orbit determination. 
This will drastically rcduce thc pointing error due to orbit dctermination and propagation. 

The Cour reac1ion wheels will nominally be operated in hot redundancy in a pyramid configuration. All four 
wheels can then be spun up 10 a set point such that the nominal speed variation never approaches zero. The total 
spacecraft angular momentum will still be zero. The failure case with one wheel deaccivated will also be 
supported. This will requ1re zero crossings ofthe three rernaining wheels. The primary needs ofthe reaction 
wheels are: 
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• 

• 
• 

Momentum capacity > 33 Nms, 

Torque > 31 rnNm, 

Zero-crossings quali fication > 11000 (2 per orbit for 15 years) . 

A one-axis Solar Array Drive Meehanism (SADM) is needed for eaeh solar array wing to support sun 
pointing ofthe solar array while simultaneously earth pointing the payload. For re-orbiting manoeuvres, such as 
transition to graveyard orbit, a single EP thruster ean be pointed along the orbit tangent while the spaeecraft is 
rolled and the SADM actuated to maximize solar power generation. 

The cold gas thruster assembly is used only for rate damping and momentum management in the Safe modes. 
Tims, thc system is only used for gcneration oftorques, i.e. no forces. A 50 mN Xenon cold gas system has been 
baselined feeding frorn the same Xenon tank used by the Electric Propulsion. The AOCS aceounts for the flow 
limitations that arise from sharing a Xenon supply systcm with the EP. 

Eigbt EP thmsters have bcen baselincd. They are fixed on thc spacccraft body symmetric about the Center of 
Mass. The thrust vectors are ideally perpendicular to the nadir vector. Mission analysis has shown that all eurrent 
European EP dcvelopments could bc uscd, from Hall Effcct Thrusters to Griddcd Ion Engines. 

AOCS mode architecture 

The mode architecture is shown in Figure 5. The entrance eo the state machine at start up is via the black dot. 
The grey arrows represent commanded mode transi tions while the black arrows represent autonomous 
transilions. The direction ofthe possible transition is indicated by the arrow head, e.g. a l ine with arrow heads on 
both ends indicates that the transition is possible in both directions. 

Thc Safe modes: Standby Mode (SBM), Sun Acquisition Mode (SAM), and Auitude Hold Mode (AHM) are 
shown in the upper parl of the diagram. This mode group is entered autonomously at stan-up or after a failure. 
T he Sun Acquisition Mode can use cithcr rcaction whecls or cold gas as primary actuator. If healthy, reacrion 
wheels are the preferred actuator. The Nominal modes: Normal Mode (NM), Electric Propulsion Control Mode 
(EPCM), and Chemical Propulsion Transfer Mode (CPTM) are shown in the lower part ofthe diagram. This 
mode group is used for nominal operations and geosynchronous orbit insertion. 

The autonomous switching criteria between the modes for every allowed transition are indicated in Table 2. 
A grey cell indicates that an autonomous transition is not possible. An "autonomous switch to Safe" can be 
attributed to numerous failure cases which make it impossible for the AOCS to retain the higher mode {NM, 
EPCM, CPTM}, e.g. extended loss of star tracker. 

Large angular 
momentum 

OR 

Autono 
Safe 

Autonomous 
Momentum Ma 

or Station-!< 

Table 2 Description of autonomous transitions between modes 

Each modc will configurc a sct of AOCS functions. The AOCS functions include several control laws 
depending on the reference, e.g. sun vector or Chebyshev polynomial, and the actuator, e.g. reaction whed, 
electric propu lsion, cold gas, or Vernier thruster. In addition, there are several reaction wheel momentum 
managcmcnl functions. Guidance functions are the uplinked quaternion reference, in thc fom1 ofChcbyshcv 
polynomials, or an autonomous earth pointing guidance based upon the on-board orbit propagation. 
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~ 
Auto 

t 
l 

Safe modes 

-----·---------------------- ---------------·-------1 
! 

Auto 

CPTM 
CP Transfer Mode 

Figure S AOCS mode architecture diagram 

ADVANCES I THE ATTITUDE AND ÜRßlT CONTROL SYSTEM 

Thc most significant advanccs arc discusscd separatcly bclow. 

Softwaredesign concept 

Nominail modes 

t 

The AOCS software is an input/output state-space system developed io MATLAB/Sirnulink®. C-code will 
be generated from the models using Real Time Workshop (RTW). The software function, called a core, is then 
compiled and linked into the rest ofthe on-board software, the Data Management System. This concept has been 
demonstrated in pn:vious satc:llites buill by Swedish Space Corporation such as ES A's SMART-1 2 and 
PRJSMA3

• The AOC Core includes guidance, navigation, and control functionality including an AOCS mode 
handler, signal conditioning, command distribution, and AOCS related fail urc:: detection, isolation, and some 
subsystem level recovery. A simulator core is developed in parallel with the AOC Core for early closed loop 
testing. The simulator core contains dynamics, envirollment, sensors, and actuators. The closed loop with the 
simulator core will be used throughout the sof1ware lifecycle for pre-verification and debugging. Integration tests 
ofthe AOC Core are run Oll an emulator of the target processor before delivery to the On-board Software. The 
t!nlire On-board Soft wart! is then testt!d Oll Lht! target processor as shown in Figure 6. Experience has shown that 
software development with MATLAB is very efficient with high quality. 
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Test Dovelopment 
Test Results Analysis 

Debugging 
Opera11cnal Procecture 

Oevelopmcnl 
Fllghl Per1ormance Analysis 

MA Tl 118 Closed l.oop 
Model 

Software Oevelopmenl & 
Venr1ca11on Environment 

'-. Au~enerated ,acode 
Targer Processor 

Emulalor ~ In~ •tlon ~ 

~~ ,i'; . 

Figure 6 AOCS softwai-e dcvelopment chain 

Station-kecping with Elcctric Propulsion 

Elt:ctric Propulsion (EP) has a very clear advantage over traditional chemical propulsion systems lhanks to its 
high specitic impulse1

• A number of different EP configurations have already flown in geosynchronous orbit. 
The chosen thruster configuration is pictured below in Figure 7. Note that each thrusler o!T-points from the 
center of mass in all three axes. The off-pointing defines an envelope in which the cenler of mass will move over 
the lifc.::time ofthe spacecrall. The spacecrafl has been constructed so thal the center ofmass movement is as 
small as possible and with small deviations in location for botb the direct injection and GTO spacecraft 
configurations. 

The electric propulsion thruster conliguralion presented here has been analysed for applicability lo Small 
GEO. Use of EP presents a nwnber ofkey challenges for the mission analysis and AOCS, such as: combined 
manoeuvres, off~nadir poinling, EP tiriog st:quence, angular momt:ntum build-up limitations, eccentricily 
control, and orbit relocation, e.g. transfer to graveyard orbit. 

Nadir, Zsca 

EP1 EP4 EPS EP8 EP2 EP3 EP6 EP7 

East, Xsc8 

A P8 
~ t 

PPU/TSU A PPU/TSU B 

Soulh, Ysce 

F igure 7 Redundancy conccpt for [lcctric Propulsion thrustcr configuration 

A single branch shares one Power Proc.:essing Unit (PPU), e.g. EP 1, EP4, EP5, EP8. North-South slation-keepiog 
at a singlc node will result in an angular momcntum incrcasc which can bc rcmovcd at the other node. The 
mission analysis is based upon use of a single branch only. For half an orbit, the angular mornentum is stored in 
the whcels. for example, a nominal South manocuvrc will rcsult in an angular momcntum build-up around Y of 
a few Nms. At the opposite node, the Nonh manoeuvre removes this build-up. 
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Fig ure 8 ldeaJ South aud North manoeuvres 

As displayed above in Figure 8, an equal division of one day·s North-South station-keeping over the two 
nodes will cornpletcly remove all ang1ilar momcntum build-up. Tbis is no langer true in a combined manocuvre 
where an East/West component is present at every node. In general, this component will always be in the same 
direction for a specific slot due to the longitudinally varying acceleration of the earth's tri-axiality. There will be 
a resultant in-plane angular momentum build-up as shown in the plot below of the simulation ofa nominal 
combined manoeuvre strategy. There is 110 resultant out-of-plane angular momentum build-up because the North 
and South components at each node are equal. This principle is used for out-of-plane momentum management. 
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Figure 9 AnguJar momc ntum build-up for one week station-keeping strategy 

The in-plane angular momentum build-up results from the East/West component at every node. The build-up 
in the spacecraft coordinate system after one week's station-keeping is less than 15 Nms in Figure 9. All torque 
disturhances were removed from this simulation in Figure 9 to highlight the momentwn build-up due entirely to 
the station-keeping strategy wich one PPU. 

The momentum management strategy keeps the satellite angular momemum near zero or anotber set point 
specilied by ground. The momentum management strategy relies upon separation ofthe inertial angular 
momentum vect0r imo a component in the orbit plane, the in-plane component, and an1out-of-plane componem. 
Environmental disturbanccs induce an angular momcnrum build-up that is predominantly out-of-planc. 1:hc 
predominant in-plane angular momcntum build-up is a side-cfTcct ofthe single PPU Station keeping profile 
needed for East/West station-keeping. 

Off-loading of the in-plane component relies upon the fact that there are two thruster pairs per redundant side 
that can generate force free torque around the Nadir/Zenith axis. Every PPU has one EP pair that generates Nadir 
torque and one pair that gcnerates Zenith torquc. Twice per orbit, the in-plane componcnt of thc inertial angular 
mornentum is aligned with the Nadir/Zenith axis. Once per week, two EP thrusters should be ftred to off-load the 
in-plane component. The firi ng times are similar to those for Nonh-South station-keeping. 
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Off-loading ofche out-of-plane component relies upon the fact that the EP configuration generates opposing 
torques for North and South correction manoeuvres. Dividing the inclination D. V equally between the nodal 
firings will result in inertial angular moments that null each other out. However, a net angular momencum build
up in either the North or South directions can be generated by redistributing the D. Vs between the nodes. This 
should have no effecl on the total inclination /:J. V for the orbit. The effect on the other orbital elements is still 
being analyscd. 

The weckly momentum management strategy requires no more than one additional pulse from cach EP 
thruster per week. In combination wich the nominal EP station-keeping profile with manoeuvres at every node 6 
days per week, the total number of pulses per thruster per week is six for the two EP thrusters that only perforrn 
station-keeping and out-of-plane momentum management and seven for the other two EP thrusters that fire the 
additional pulses for in-plane momentum management. No EP füings are perfonned on tbe seventh day so as to 
not disturb the orbit determination. Momencum management can be done by ground profile command or 
autonomously or both. 
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Figure 10 One year of station keeping with electric propulsion 

Out--of-plane momentum management is spread evenly over the six days with manoeuvres. This corresponds 
to redistribution of the inclination /:J. V components at each node to generate a few Nms every manoeuvre. The 
East/West component must of course remain undiscurtied. 

In-plane momentum management is performed once per week at one ofthe two conjunctions ofthe in-plane 
angular momcntum vector and thc spacecraft's Zcnith./Nadir axis. At the choscn conjum~tion, two EP thrustcrs 
are fired to generate torque in the conect direction. If one conjunction is in eclipse, the nominal momentum 
build-up can be off-loaded at the other conjunction. 

Thc EP command profile controls thc orbital elcmcnts while simultancously gcncrating a residual out-of
plane torque over the orbit. The sign and magnitude ofthis torque can be chosen eo off-load the out-of-p!ane 
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component ofthe momentum build-up withfo the framework ofthe nominal station-keeping EP command 
profile. Thus, only the in-plane momentum build-up will require additional EP thrust activity. 

A one year non-linear Simulation with automated optimization of electric propulsion thrust including 
momenrum management was performed as proof-of-concept. Tbe result is sbown in Figure 10. In practice, two 
week thrust command and attitude reference profiles will be generated every week on ground and up-linked to 
the satellite. This analysis demonstrates the capability to plan combined manoeuvres with only tbe nominal 
branch ofthe electric propulsion thruster configurarion to simultaueously control East/Wcst drift, ccccntncity, 
and inclination. Even ehe nominal our-of-plane momentum management is included in the thrust sequence 
oprirnization. The fuel consurnption and accurnulated impulse for this sirnulation is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 1 l Simulated fuel consumptioo over ooe year 

Star Tracker based attitude control 

11D ..., 

Pointing ofSmall GEO will be based upon star trackers with no suppon from an earth sensor. This places 
implicit requirements on orbit position knowledge. Orbit determination aod propagation are discussed in a 
separate scction below. Othcrwise, there are a number of advamages in using star tracker based attitude 
estimation. Most importantly, absolute anitude can be measured for aoy spacecraft attitude limited onJy by 
possible blinding ofthe star tracker. This is the primary advantage when cornpared to an earth sensor and its 
limited field ofview. The baseline for Small GEO is two hot redundant star trackers. This will be especially 
uscful during transfer wilh elecrric propulsion when the attitude will vary considerably. Eanh sensor based 
AOCS designs require a high performance gyrometer to accommodate attiludes that are not Earth pointing, e.g. 
while firing the liquid apogee engine. Propagation of attitude with a gyromctcr is time limited due to drift. The 
star trackers will give absolute measurements at greater than I Hz. Anotber importanl improvement with star 
rracker based artitude measurement is iodependence from cclipse. Eartb sensor based systems require extra 
attention during the eclipse season. Star tracker based attirude estirnacion results in a very flexible platform for 
the operator. 

Another advance is the potential reliance upon APS-based star trackers. The Active Pixel Sensor (APS) 
derector is an alternative to a Cbarge-Coupled Device (CCD) detector. Each pbcel has an individual readout, 
thereby avoiding "blooming" of charge over tO neighboring pixels. This improves performance with bright 
objects in the field of view, e.g. the moon. The centroid calculations are done on the same integrated circuit 
resultiog in tracking rates, e.g. J O Hz, that are mucb fastcr than CCD-based star trackers. The potential APS 
detectors have been desigoed for space application with radiation-hard design techniques making tbem tolerant 
to gamma dose Ievels up to 10 MRad(Si). The first APS-based star tracker will fly on ESA's PROBA-2 in 2008. 

As discussed in the requiremeols section above, a system decision was taken to fiy a gyrometer on-board that 
could replace the star rrackers for 10 minutes witbout degradation in pointing perfonnance. Tbe gyrometer will 
function primarily as a failure deteccion aod recovery sensor used to replace the star tracker duriog unexpected 
outages and as prirnary sensor in the Safe modes. lt is also vaJuable as a complementary sensor wben only one 
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star tracker is available. Even during the firing ofthe Liquid Apogee Engine, the Star trackers will be the primary 
a1titude sensor. Preliminary analysis shows that the largest accelerations that could cause perceived jitter of stars 
is the firing ofthe Vernier thrusters. The thrust noise from the Liquid Apogee Engine appears tobe small in 
comparison. An APS-based star tracker with a high tracking rate should bc able to provide attitude 
measurements in the presence of these thruster accelerations. The first tlight will confirm the performance ofthe 
star tracker during the firings ofthe Liquid Apogcc Enginc. 

Fault tolerance 

Small GEO has high rdiability requirements. The satellite must be able to sustain a single hardwan:: or 
software failure or operator error. Even shon outages on the order of minutes carry heavy economic penalties. 
These n:quirements can affect the AOCS design differently, e.g. reliability calculations versus functional 
redundancy. Reliability for the star trackers, or any electronic unit, is improved with cold redundancy. However, 
hot redundancy is still rcquired for thc star trackers due to potential lunar blinding. This particular decision may 
be revisited since APS-based star trackers, if procured, have improved tolerance to moon in the field of view. 

Autonomous Failure Detection, Isolation, and Recovery (FDJR) is built into the Small GEO software. The 
FDIR monitors and reconfigures lhe spacecraft as necessary. All autonomy can, of course, be disabled. A portion 
ofthe FDIR application software is integrated into the control loop, checking sensor data for validity before it is 
used by the AOC Core software. Likewise, the AOC Core software carries system detection and unit detection 
and isolation algorithms whose outputs go to the FDIR monicoring and reconfiguration algoritbms. For certain 
system detection, the AOC Core will autonomously recover as indicated in Table 2. This FDIR framework 
allows for early software design before füll information on units is available. The structure, including recovery 
actions and interfaces to application soflware components like the AOC Core, can be fixed while error detection 
algorithms can be added later as the project progresses. The interfaces to the AOC Core software, including the 
FDJR related signals, are shown below in Figure 12. 

On-board Software 

. 
. i . 

Figure 12 FDCR framework in relation to AOCS software 

Orbit determination a nd propagation 

Several orbit deterrnination techniques have bcen analysed for Small GEO. Two-station rauging is the 
preferred baseline. Use of GPS for on-board orbit determination is not qualified for geosynchronous orbit and 
therefore not currently an option. As stated in an carlicr section, the current plan is to fly a GPS receiver as a 
demonstrator on Small GEO. 

The orbit determination and propagation are drivers for lhe pointing budget. Without an earth sensor, Small 
GEO is dependent upon knowledge of its position in space to point to the earth. Another driver is up-linking of 
commands to the satellite not more often than once a week. Thus, the orbit must be propagated forward one 
week. At the end ofthe week, the position error has two primary contributors: the error in the initial orbit 
determination and the error in the calibration oftbe EP thrust vectors. Tbis position error is required tobe less 
than 8 km (3cr) for Small GEO. Note lhat this accuracy or better is expected for co-located satellites. 

Current analysis is confident that the position knowledge requirement is easily met with on-board GPS-based 
mbit detennination, even without EP thrust calibration. On-orbit calihration procedures using for instance wbeel 
measurements to estimate the EP thrust level, may further reduce the parasitic forces. The on-board orbit 
propagation integrates actual tbrust commands in real time, thereby accounting for missed or modified thrusts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A number ofadvances in sensors, actuators, and software development tecbniques are used in the Small GEO 
Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) design. Electric propuJsion is used for aU nominal station-keeping 
and momentum maoagement. Attitude estimation is based upon star trackers only. The design accommodates 
both dircct injection and GTO launches. These advances will contributc to making Small GEO a compelitive 
platform in its niche ofthe telecommunications market. 
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NOTATION 

Two coordinale systems are used in the article, the Earth-Centered Inertial system (ECI) and the SpaceCraft 
Body frame (SCB) which is fixed in the satellite's body and centered in the launcher plane interface with Xsca 
normal to the East panel, Y sc8 normal to the South panel, and ZscB normal Lo the Earth deck as shown in Figure 
13. 
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Figure 13 SpaceCraft Body frame (SCB) 
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